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IJTTC is a refereed journal that provides an authoritative source
of information in the field of knowledge and technology transfer
and diffusion, as well as commercialisation and related
disciplines.
Contents:
The IJTTC publishes: original papers; review papers; case
studies; conference reports; briefs and reports and news;
book reviews and notes. Commentaries on papers and
reports published in IJTTC are encouraged. Authors will
have the opportunity to respond to the commentary on
their work before the entire treatment is published. Special
Issues devoted to important topics in technology transfer
and commercialisation and related topics, will be published
occasionally.
Topics covered include:
• Knowledge production transfer, innovation,
technology transfer
• Knowledge/technology transfer processes,
strategies, implementation
• Technology transfer, entrepreneurship,
national development
• Cost/economics of technology
licensing/transfer
• Direct and foreign investment in technology
transfer/competition
• Intellectual property protection: rights,
international transactions, agreements
• Policies for licensing of intellectual property
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• International technology transfer, technology
acquisitions
• Technology transfer mechanisms/indicators,
e-commerce, IT tools
• Defence technology transfer and conversion
• Spin-offs from public technology sources
• Patent licensing, intra-firm licensed
technology, knowledge transfer
• Technology transfer in university-industrygovernment cooperative research
• Technological cooperation patterns: R&D
consortia, international strategic alliances
• Commercial applications and associated
risks
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